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Abstract
Beam search is widely used in natural language generation tasks to evaluate decoder
outputs and translate them into comprehensible sentences. However, the usual
method of extending partial outputs greedily by choosing the top-k most probable
extensions at each time step can lead to the beam getting populated with correlated
samples which reduces efficiency and could crowd out other viable outputs. We
explore an update to beam search, by sampling using determinantal point processes.
This promotes diversity of samples evaluated and mitigates correlations, resulting
in a search over a more diverse sample space. We find that a hybrid approach
is able to match the BLEU score of top-k approaches while placing a focus on
hypothesis diversity during its beam search.
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Introduction

Beam search has been an important tool for neural machine translation since the first NMT models
were published [9]. It is widely used because it is quite efficient to compute, reducing the search
space of a machine translation task from O(|V |m ) to O(|V |k m ) (where V is the vocabulary set and
m is the maximum length of a sentence). Additionally, beam search can be performed in constant
memory (for fixed k), which is not the case in a traditional tree traversal. This is a simple, strong
algorithm, however a low k can result in all beams being saturated with highly correlated outputs.
Increasing k too much, however, greatly increases the runtime of beam search.
Determinantal point processes (DPPs) are a technique for sampling that aims to sample a diverse
subset of points from a set. We hypothesize that using DPPs for sampling can increase the diversity
within a fixed beam size for machine translation models. In this paper, we expand on this idea and
evaluate it both theoretically and on real-word data.
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2.1

Preliminaries
Beam Search

State of the art Neural Machine Translation (NMT) systems like Google’s seq2seq system [9] and
GNMT [11] use neural networks and large corpora of source/target language pairs to learn two
complementary components, namely an encoder and a decoder. On inference, the encoder takes as
input a sequence of word vectors in the source language and outputs an intermediate state vector. The
decoder builds a translation in the target language by successively choosing words from the category
to append to the current partial translation. It does this by taking as input the intermediate state vector
and a word vector from the target language, and at each time step outputting the next state vector
and a probability distribution over words in the target language. At each step of decoding, a word is
chosen according to that distribution to be included as the next word in the translation of the source

sentence, and its word vector is fed back as input into the decoder on the next time step. The goal is to
output the translation that is most likely, where the probability is given by the product of probabilities
of each word from the output distributions at each time step.
Finding the "best" translation according to this metric is thus a tree-search problem that would take
exponential time and space to accomplish. The problem is made tractable in practice by using
k-wide beam search, which maintains a set of k candidate partial translations and their cumulative
probabilities, and chooses the next k candidates by considering extensions of the current candidates
by all words in the vocabulary and selecting the k candidates from this set with the highest cumulative
probabilities. We consider this form of beam search, which we refer to as "top-k" or "vanilla"
throughout our paper, as our baseline to improve upon. Alg. 1 describes vanilla beam search in the
same format that we describe our own approaches to this problem.
Algorithm 1 Top-k beam search
Input: Vocabulary V , beam size k
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

H0 ← {[< s >]}
Hcomplete ← ∅
t←0
while |Hcomplete | =
6 k do
klive ← k − |Hcomplete |
Htemp ← top_scores(klive , {[h, w]|h ∈ Ht , w ∈ V })
Hcomplete ← {h|h ∈ Htemp , ht+1 =< \s >}
Ht+1 ← {h|h ∈ Htemp , ht+1 6=< \s >}
t←t+1

2.2

Determinantal Point Processes (DPPs)

Each step of k-wide beam search involves choosing a set of k new candidates using the probability
distributions output by the decoder. We can think of each set of k candidates as having a certain
probability derived from the decoder outputs, and so choosing greedily corresponds to choosing
according to the mode of this distribution at each time step. Formally, a probability distribution over
the set of subsets of a discrete set Y is called a point process, and in vanilla beam search the probability
of a subset of candidates of size k is simply given by the product of the probabilities of each candidate
in the set. Since each candidate affects the total probability of the subset multiplicatively and
independently, there are thus no "interaction terms" between candidates in this implicit vanilla beam
search distribution.
An example of a point process that does include interaction terms and suppresses the probability of
subsets containing "similar" elements is called a determinantal point process. Since in this paper we
will explore the effect of changing the vanilla beam search point process to a determinantal point
process, we review the terminology associated with them.
2.2.1

DPP Definitions

Formally, P is called a determinantal point process if, when a random set Y ⊆ Y is drawn according
to P, we have for every A ⊆ Y :
P(A ⊆ Y ) = det(KA )
for some positive semidefinite matrix KA with eigenvalues all less than or equal to 1 indexed by the
elements of Y. L-ensembles are a class of DPPs defined using a real, symmetric matrix L indexed by
the elements of Y:
PL (Y = Y ) ∝ det(LY )
Since L is real and symmetric, it can be written as L = B T B for some matrix B that is in practice
often a matrix with feature vectors as columns. A k-DPP is obtained by conditioning a standard DPP
on the event that the set Y has cardinality k:
det(LY )
0
|Y 0 |=k det(LY )

PLk (Y ) = P

Since k-wide beam search is concerned with subsets of a fixed size k, our main concern will be
k-DPPs specifically in what follows.
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Related Work

DPPs were first broadly introduced to the field of machine learning by Kulesza in [4] for forming
diverse sets, with applications to image search, document summarization, and pose estimation.
DPPs were used for both inference and training, and achieved the highest performance in their
image search task by combining multiple DPP L-ensembles in a mixture model. The same author
introduced the k-DPPs and algorithms for sampling them in [3], which we use in our method using
code found from (https://github.com/ChengtaoLi/dpp). Efficient sampling for k-determinantal point
processes [6] provides further improvements on the runtime bounds over naive implementations of
k-DP P sampling.
Song et. al. [8] incorporate DPPs into a neural conversation model based on seq2seq in order
to increase diversity of responses to queries. They propose three DPP-based methods for diverse
decoding in their conversation system. Their DPP-R algorithm re-ranks the outputs generated by
vanilla beam search via DPP sampling, thus incorporating diversity after decoding. Their DPP-D
method applies DPPs at every step of the decoding process, much like our method, which incorporates
diversity in decoding. Their DPP-D-DivNet applies DPPs at every step of the decoding process and
includes a second application of DPPs in what they call a “diversity net”, which incorporates diversity
in decoding but it specific to conversation models and not applicable to our problem.
Vijayakuman el al. [10] tackled the issue of diverse beam search with applications to image captioning
and proposed an approach that they called "Diverse Beam Search". The reasons they cite for
attempting to add diversity to beam search include:
• Low diversity of beams leading to computational inefficiency since essentially the same
computations are being repeated with no significant gains in performance.
• loss-evaluation mismatch, i.e. improving probabilities by increasing beam width often leads
to lower performance on the task since “safer” outputs are chosen over more correct ones.
• tasks with significant ambiguity in acceptable answers, i.e. tasks with multiple correct
answers such as in image captioning or translation, are best solved by algorithms that can
capture this ambiguity in their outputs.
They did not use DPPs in their solution, and they instead added an extra cost terms to their beam
search score expression that penalized having multiple beams with similar n-gram statistics.
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Approach

Our goal is to replace the greedy step in k-wide beam search that selects the k extensions to the
partial translation with a step that would choose a semantically diverse set of k extensions using a
k-DPP. Our approach is to create a feature vector for each candidate extension with magnitude equal
to the square root of its probability according to the decoder and direction given by the direction of
the next hidden state of the decoder for that candidate. Considering these feature vectors as columns
in a matrix B, the L matrix in our L-ensemble is given by the Gram matrix B T B. This defines a
probability distribution over subsets of our candidate set of cardinality k weighted by the probability
of each candidate in the subset as well as a multiplicative diversity score from the determinant part
of the k-DPP calculation that penalizes subsets containing similar candidates. Our output for the
beam search step would then be the subset with the highest probability according to this distribution,
and we use the probabilities of the chosen extension words to update the running scores for each
candidate in the beam search.
However, while sampling from a k-DPP can be done as efficiently as eigendecomposition of the L
matrix, finding the mode of the distribution has been shown to be NP-hard by Ko et. al [2] in the
context of the closely-related maximum entropy sampling problem. Furthermore, Kulesza et. al.
showed in [4] that finding the mode of a k-DPP is NP-hard to approximate within a factor of 8/9 + .
For this reason, rather than choosing the most probable subset of k candidates, we sample from the
k-DPP distribution using the methodology given in [3]. Furthermore, this sampling process involves
an eigendecomposition that is O(n3 ) in the number n of dimensions of the matrix. This is the number
of hypotheses, in a naive implementation equal to the vocabulary size times number of beams. For
runtime considerations, we only sample from 3k candidates for the sake of speed.
3

Algorithm 3 Hybrid beam search

Algorithm 2 k-DPP beam search
Input: Vocabulary V , beam size k, pool size αk
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

H0 ← {[< s >]}
Hcomplete ← ∅
t←0
while |Hcomplete | =
6 k do
klive ← k − |Hcomplete |
Hpool ← top_k(S, {[h, w]|h ∈ Ht , w ∈ V })
Htemp ← kdpp_sample(klive , Hpool ))
Hcomplete ← {h|h ∈ Htemp , ht+1 =< \s >}
Ht+1 ← {h|h ∈ Htemp , ht+1 6=< \s >}
t←t+1

Input: Vocabulary V , DPP-beam size k, pool size αk, topbeam size m
1: H0 ← {[< s >]}
2: Hcomplete ← ∅
3: t ← 0
4: while |Hcomplete | 6= k do
5:
klive ← k − |Hcomplete |
S
6:
Htemp ← HkDP P (V, k, S, Ht ) HtopK (V, m, Ht )
7:
Hcomplete ← {h|h ∈ Htemp , ht+1 =< \s >}
8:
Ht+1 ← {h|h ∈ Htemp , ht+1 6=< \s >}
9:
t←t+1

We propose two new beam search algorithms. Alg. 2 describes an approach where we use k-DPP
sampling instead of top-k for constructing a new beam. The kdpp_sample function is described in
theoretical detail in Sec. 5.
Alg. 3 describes a hybrid approach where we combine k-DPP sampling and top-k to construct a beam
that is both diverse and contains the most probable hypotheses.
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Theoretical Justification

Our similarity metric for candidates is the cosine similarity of the decoder hidden units for the partial
translations. This is analogous to treating decoder hidden units as a kind of "partial translation
embedding", not unlike word embeddings as output by algorithms like word2vec or GloVe. Just as
word embeddings capture semantic content insofar as they differ from one hot encodings where each
embedding vector is orthogonal to the others, we can gain insight into how our use of the hidden units
as embeddings can fail to detect diversity of candidates by considering the behavior of our method
when the hidden units for all candidates are orthogonal.
We use the L2-normalized hidden units φi in our calculation for the L-matrix that we use in k-DPP
sampling as:
√
√
Lij = ( scorei φi )T ( scorej φj )
(1)
where the scoring function calculates the running probabilities of the partial translations using the
equation:
score(y1 , ..., yt ) = p(yt |X, y1 , ..., yt−1 ) · score(y1 , ..., yt−1 )
(2)
with X representing the input sentence from the source language. When the hidden units are
orthogonal to each other and φTi φj = δij , the L-matrix becomes diagonal, with the elements on the
diagonal given by:
Lii = score(i).
(3)
In this case, the probability that a subset Y will be sampled by the k-DPP process is given by:
Y
det(LY )
PLk (Y ) = P
∝
scorei ,
(4)
0
|Y 0 |=k det(LY )
i∈Y

and so the probability that a subset is chosen is equal to the product of the probabilities of each
candidate given the language model. If we could efficiently choose the subset with the highest
probability, then this would be equivalent to top-k beam search, as choosing the candidates with the
highest probabilities maximizes that product. Choosing the mode of this distribution thus reduces to
greedy beam search when the hidden states are orthogonal, and using the k-DPP sampling algorithm
to sample from this distribution reduces to choosing the k candidates in vanilla beam search by
sampling without replacement.
Orthogonality of candidates is thus a limiting case in which our method reduces to standard beam
search that uses the decoder output distribution to sample new candidates instead of choosing them
greedily. Strict orthogonality, however, is impossible when the dimension of the hidden states is less
than the number of possible candidates, which is the case in practice. A weaker and more realistic
degenerate condition than strict orthogonality of hidden states is considering all normalized hidden
state vectors to be i.i.d. random vector-valued sampled from the uniform distribution over the unit
4

sphere. As in the case of orthogonal hidden states, this condition would also correspond to a complete
lack of correspondence between cosine similarity and any kind of semantic similarity.
We would like to characterize the mean and standard deviation of the distribution of dot products of
two vectors sampled from this distribution. From [1], we know that the pdf, mean µ, and standard
deviation σ of the dot product z of two unit vectors sampled randomly from the uniform distribution
on the unit n-sphere is given by:
n−2
1 Γ( n+1
2 )
p(z) = √
(1 − z 2 ) 2
π Γ( n2 )

µ=0

σ=√

1
n+1

(5)

The asymptotic O( √1n ) growth of σ with hidden dimension size n is robust to changes in the specific
distribution that we’re assuming, a result which is ultimately due to the Central Limit Theorem, which
says that the sum of n i.i.d random variables (which is the form of that dot product calculation takes)
with mean 0 and standard deviation σ approaches a normal distribution with mean 0 and standard
deviation √σn as n approaches infinity. This gives justification to the claim in the first sentence of
[1]: "A pair of vectors randomly chosen from a high dimensional Euclidean space are, with high
probability, almost orthogonal."
This property of high dimensional Euclidean spaces means that considering hidden states to be
random approximates the case of orthogonal hidden states, which we’ve seen leads our method to
reduce to vanilla sampling-based beam search. If hidden state vectors do capture semantic content,
then the hope is they will deviate from being randomly distributed and their dot products will not
consistently all be approximately 0, which will result in our method sampling more diverse subsets
and hopefully lead to higher BLEU scores.
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Implementation

Our implementation of an NMT system with beam search decoding is based on Google’s seq2seq
model [9] with attention and sub-word modelling using PyTorch. On each step of decoding, rather
than sampling a subset of cardinality k from all k · |V | possible candidates, we introduced a pruning
hypermarameter α and sampled from the top αk candidates using the k-DPP sampling algorithms
outlined in Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3, and we used the value α = 3.
After examining the 3k partial translation candidates with the highest probabilities as given by the
decoder softmax outputs, we took one more autoregressive step of the decoder by feeding the chosen
extension words back as input to get the next hidden states, normalized each hidden state vector
according to L2 norm, scaled by the probability that we obtained from the softmax output from the
previous step, formed the Gram matrix of those feature vectors, and performed k-DPP sampling on
that matrix using existing code [5] that we modified for our uses.
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7.1

Experiments
Data

The data we used is a set of English and Spanish translation pairs from TED Talks. We trained a
neural machine translation model from assignment 5 and used this single model to evaluate a number
of different decoding algorithms based on beam search.
7.2

Evaluation Method

We used BLEU score [7] as our primary evaluation method. BLEU measures the modified n-gram
precisions of candidate translations up to a certain n. It is computed with the following equation:
X 1
BLEU = BP · exp
log pn
N
Where pn is the modified n-gram precision for n and BP is the brevity penalty: BP = 1 if c > r,
e(1−r/c) if c ≤ r where c is the length of the candidate translation and r is the length of the reference
translation.
5

BLEU score is a strong signal for how close a translation is to a reference translation of the original
sentence. However, it is important to consider that a more diverse beam set, as enabled by DPPsampling, could result in some synonyms for words being used, which would in turn reduce the
n-gram precision and BLEU score of translations.
7.3

Experimental Details

We tested three different beam search algorithms across many values of k, resulting in 37 total
evaluations. We evaluated on a test set of 8064 Spanish-English translation pairs that the model has
not been trained on. The algorithms tested were:
1. Top-k beam search. This is the traditional decoding algorithm used in NMT. Top-k beam
search scores all words in the vocabulary for each hypothesis, and takes the k top-scoring
hypotheses as the new "beam." Alg. 1 describes this approach in detail. We evaluate this
algorithm across k from 1 to 100.
2. DPP-sampled beam search. This approach uses determinantal point processes to sample
hypotheses for a beam in such a way that prioritizes both probability of each the hypothesis
(as predicted by the model), and diversity of the hypothesis set. Alg. 2 describes this
approach in detail. We evaluate this algorithm with pool size at a fixed size of 100, and also
at a variable (across k) size of 3k. Both options are evaluated at values of k from 1 to 20.
3. Hybrid beam search. This approach is an attempt at gaining the benefits of diverse
sampling from DPP-sampled beam search, without forgoing the strong performance of top-k
beam search. This approach samples with both DPP and top-k, and then takes the union of
the two sets as its hypothesis set. Alg. 3 describes this approach in detail. We evaluate this
algorithm with top-m sizes of 1 and 3. Both options are evaluated at DPP sample sizes of k
from 1 to 20.
7.4

Results

Fig. 1 describes our results across algorithms and beam sizes. We found that no algorithm incorporating DPP performed strictly better than vanilla top-k beam search in terms of BLEU score. However,
qualitative examination of results does show that the negative impacts in BLEU score were often due
to synonyms or other creative ways to express the same thought. When evaluated by n-grams for
BLEU score, the translations, did not perform as well, despite having a sentence that contained the
same meaning.
It is important to note that DPP-sampling alone was not enough to generate good results. Very often,
the top word predicted by the model was the same word as the reference translation. Not sampling
this word in DPP-sampling would significantly reduce BLEU scores of a translation where this
happens. It was this problem that motivated the hybrid beam search approach, which found BLEU
scores comparable to top-k beam search, while using DPP sampling to promote improved diversity
within beams.
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8.1

Analysis
Beam size

We did significant analysis on the effect of beam size on neural machine translation. Fig 1 shows
a plot of how beam size affects BLEU score for five different beam search algorithms, and we see
noticed a few interesting things.
Note the large BLEU score of top-1 beam search, highlighting the importance of taking into account
the model’s highest-scored output. While choosing the word that the decoder predicts with the highest
probability performs quite well for BLEU score, the translations weren’t always as good as BLEU
score might suggest, due to translations not making perfect grammatical sense at low beam sizes.
Another trend we noticed is that BLEU score tended to rise through beam sizes of 5. After that, they
peaked and even started to dip, despite the fact that the model’s prediction scores for the chosen
translations continued to rise as beam size increased. Beam sizes greater than 1 allow the model
more flexibility in choosing grammatically correct multi-word phrases. However, it also seems that
6

Figure 1: Plots of how different beam search algorithms performed with different beam sizes. (Left)
plots beam size against a test set BLEU score. We observe that BLEU score seems to peak around
k = 5 and decrease from there. (Right) plots beam size against translation time. While DPP and
hybrid approaches take longer than top-k beam search, these results show that beam size is the largest
factor in determining how long a translation takes. Beam search algorithms are evaluated at beam
sizes of k = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 20}.
Beam Size
BLEU Score

1
24.11,

2
24.45

3
24.56

4
24.57

5
24.54

10
24.41

20
24.27

50
23.15

100
15.64

Table 1: BLEU score across beam sizes using top-k beam search. This demonstrates the negative
effect on BLEU score that larger beam sizes tend to have, possibly due to overfitting.
having a smaller beam size serves as a guard against overfitting and allows for a model to have greater
generalization.
This question of generalization certainly demands a closer look, but Tab. 1 demonstrates this trend
for various beam sizes between 1 and 100.
The rightmost graph in Fig. 1 demonstrates how evaluation time increases with greater beam sizes.
We see that DPP-sampled search takes a constant factor of time more than top-k search, but does
not seem to explode with high k. We see here that beam size is the greatest factor for determining
translation time. This implies that an improved beam search sampling algorithm that does not increase
the beam size is generally preferable runtime-wise to one that does.
8.2

Qualitative Translation Analysis

Due to the fact that all of these beam search methods used the same underlying NMT model, many of
the sentence outputs ended up being the same or dissimilar only in ways that didn’t affect translation
quality. Here we will compare the outputs of two beam search algorithms.
The first, which we refer to as Top-k, is just standard top-k beam search with a beam size of 5.
The second, which we refer to as DPP, is our hybrid beam search algorithm which uses a beam of 5
hypotheses sampled by DPP sampling, along with the top 1 hypothesis as scored by the model, which
may or may not already be in the first set of hypotheses sampled.
We examine one translation, where the Spanish phrase "Un momento" would translate to "Wait a
moment" or "Hold on", but has a literal translation of "A moment"
Source sentence: Y me dije: "Un momento, esto parece interesante."
Reference translation: And I was like, "Hold on. That sounds interesting."
Top-k translation: And I said, "A moment, this seems interesting.
DPP translation: And I said, "Wait a moment, this seems interesting.
Now, examining the the top 5 hypotheses for Top-k at t = 4:
[’And’, ’I’, ’said’, ’to’]
7

[’And’, ’I’, ’said,’, ’"A’]
[’And’, ’I’, ’said,’, ’"One’]
[’And’, ’I’, ’said,’, ’"It’]
[’And’, ’I’, ’said,’, ’"It\’s’]
Compare to the 5 hypotheses sampled with DPP ("to" was the top-1 in this case)
[’And’, ’I’, ’said’, ’to’]
[’And’, ’I’, ’said,’, ’"A’]
[’And’, ’I’, ’said,’, ’"One’]
[’And’, ’I’, ’said,’, ’"Wait’]
[’And’, ’I’, ’said,’, ’"You’]
It is evident that DPP sampling found a much more diverse set of hypotheses for beam search. While
four of the five beams in Top-k share the same semantic meaning for ’"Un’, DPP seems to diversify
and only have two such beams with this meaning, instead adding in ’"Wait’ and ’"You’ using other
contextual clues from the sentence. In this case, the model had already assigned high probabilities to
these hypotheses as well, but they were simply crowded out of the top 5 hypotheses by those five
similar words.
8.3

Runtime Analysis

In addition to the empirical runtime analysis completed in Fig. 1, where we observe that DPP-beam
search runtime does not blow up with k, we perform theoretical runtime analysis on the top-k and
k-dpp beam search algorithms. Here we assume running the decoder for a single step on a single
word is a constant-time operation. Denote |V | as the size of the vocabulary, m as the maximum
sentence length, and k as the beam size.
Top k beam search: Computing scores for every word in the vocabulary, given a single hypothesis,
and taking the top k scores, is a O(|V |) operation. There are at most k hypotheses to continue
from, and our beam search will continue for at most m steps, so the total runtime of beam search is
O(|V |k m ).
k-DPP beam search: Let S be the size of the initial set of top scores that we compute k-DPP from.
Computing scores for every word in the vocabulary, given a single hypothesis, and taking the top S
scores, is a O(|V |) operation. Running the decoder once more to obtain feature vectors for each of
these words is a O(S) operation. Further, it is an O(S 2 ) operation to compute xx> where x is a S × 1
vector. Our DPP-sampling is dominated by eigenvalue decomposition which is O(S 3 ). Finally, our
beam search will continue for at most m steps, so the total runtime of beam search is O(|V |S 3 k m ).
When we set S = αk for some constant α, we get O(|V |k m ).
In practice, our k-DPP beam search algorithm still does run slower than top-k beam search, but the
worst-case runtime has the same bounds. This is promising considering that improvements in beam
search like this one could scale to larger vocabularies, larger models, and larger beam sizes without
any worry of exponential runtime blowup.
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Conclusion

We found that DPPs had both the theoretical backing and real-world potential to improve diversity
of beams within beam search. The worst-case runtime bounds are the same in both DPP and top-k
beam search algorithms, provided that we first pool from the top ck hypotheses. This further supports
DPP sampling as a viable improvement to beam search. Real-world analysis showed that pure
DPP sampling underperformed top-k, but a hybrid approach seemed to track top-k performance.
Qualitatively, increased beam sample diversity was observed when using DPP methods.
Ultimately, these results show that DPP is no drop-in replacement for top-k beam search, but
when combined, they show potential to serve as a powerful situational tool for translating complex
sentences.
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